The present work investigates the saturation damage state of a two-layer coating on a substrate (layer 1/layer 2/substrate) under uniaxial tensile loading in order to derive expressions for the interfacial strength between layer 1 and layer 2, and between layer 2 and substrate. It is based on experimental data on specimens where layer 1 is an inorganic film, layer 2 is an organic coating and the substrate is a polymer. The analysis is relevant to the cases where layer 1 cracks first, followed by layer 2, in which cracks appear due to stress concentrations caused by the cracks in layer 1. It considers the cases where at least one interface is completely yielded with shear stress equal to the interfacial shear stress, and where the crack density in layer 1 is equal to or higher than the crack density in layer 2. The possible situations depend on the relative shear strengths between layers 1 and 2 and between layer 2 and the substrate. The interfacial shear strength between layer 1 and layer 2, and between layer 2 and substrate are derived for elastic and yielded stress transfer cases and found to frame experimental values obtained with single-layer coatings.
Introduction
Multilayer coatings on polymer substrates are developed for an increasing number of applications ranging from optical systems to flexible electronic devices and photovoltaic modules (Chalamala et al., 2004; Crawford, 2005) . A representative case of such multilayer films consists of an inorganic layer (e.g., oxide or nitride diffusion barrier) and an organic layer (e.g., acrylate-based planarization coating, so-called hard-coat, HC) deposited on a polymer substrate (Leterrier et al., 2004) . Hard-coats have been developed to buffer the influence of the polymer substrates on the generation of defects during deposition of the inorganic coating, resulting in improved surface quality and increased stiffness compared to the substrate alone (Shu et al., 2007) . The functional and mechanical performance of the multilayer is controlled by the cohesive properties of each individual layer and the interfacial adhesion of adjacent layers.
The fragmentation test method, in which coating cracking is analyzed as a function of tensile strain has been extensively used to obtain these properties (Leterrier, 2003) . The accuracy of this method is primarily related to the absence of third body interactions, such as indentercoating friction in case of scratch and indentation tests, or adherent-coating traction in case of peel and pull-out tests. The topic of multiple cracking of coatings on high elongation substrates (and matrices in composite laminates) has motivated a considerable amount of work, for instance to obtain statistical strength parameters from crack spacing distributions (Hui et al., 1999; Leterrier et al., 1997a,b; Ochiai et al., 2007) and layer toughness (Kim and Nairn, 2000; Nairn, 2000) . Prior analyses of experimental data, however, are limited to single coatings (Andersons et al., 2007; Handge, 2002; Handge et al., 2000; Howells et al., 2008; Hsueh and Yanaka, 2003; Leterrier et al., 2004; Tang et al., 2001; Yanaka et al., 1999) . In this case, the interfacial shear strength (IFSS, representative of practical adhesion) can be derived from an interfacial stress transfer analysis. Solutions for elastic stress transfer at interfaces in multiphase materials were derived using shear-lag (Cox, 1952; Mendels et al., 1999; Nairn, 1997) and variational methods (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963; Nairn, 1992) . The case of yielded interfaces was considered since in practice the interfacial shear stress may reach the yield limit (Kelly and Tyson, 1965) . Models for partially yielded interfaces were also derived to account for the elasto-plastic behavior of the matrix in the case of composites (Piggott, 1980) and of the substrate in the case of multilayers (McGuigan et al., 2003) . For yielded and partially yielded interfaces IFSS is proportional to the density of tensile cracks at saturation of the fragmentation process (CD sat , i.e., when no more cracks appear as the tensile strain is increased), related to the so-called critical stress transfer length (Leterrier et al., 1997b) .
For multilayer coatings the failure of adjacent layers is coupled (cracking of one of the layers influences cracking of the other layer and vice-versa), which invalidates prior stress transfer theories used to derive the IFSS. This paper considers two-layer coatings. In this case, when the first layer starts cracking, stress concentrations are induced in the second layer, thus lowering its strain to failure. Cracking of the second layer relaxes the axial stress in the first layer, which prevents further cracking of the first layer. In other words the stress partitions between the two layers, which changes the critical length to achieve failure stress in one or both layers. The problem is complicated due to the uncertainty about the stress state at the interface between the two layers.
The objective of this paper is to solve the stress transfer problem for a two-layer coating on a substrate under uniaxial tensile loading (in the order layer 1/layer 2/substrate) for specimens where layer 1 cracks first, and enable determination of the IFSS between layer 1 and layer 2, and between layer 2 and the polymer substrate. The theoretical derivation is applied to several inorganic layer/HC/polymer films representative of multilayer structures developed as substrates for flexible electronic devices.
Materials and experimental methods

Materials
Two main types of multilayer films were analyzed, including single-layer (layer 1/substrate) and two-layer coatings (layer 1/layer 2/substrate, which in some cases had the same layer 2 on the opposite side of the substrate). In the first type, layer 1 was a silicon nitride film (SIN) with three different thickness (300, 400 and 500 nm), layer 2 was a silica-acrylate hybrid hard-coat (HC, thickness 2 lm) and the substrate was a 100 lm thick, high temperature aromatic polyester film (ARY, Arylite, Ferrania Technologies), also coated on the opposite side with the same 2 lm thick HC layer. The top HC, on the inorganic film side, is labeled here as 'HC1', and the bottom HC, located on the other side of the substrate, is labeled 'HC2'. The HC2 layer with same thickness and same thermal history as the HC1 layer will serve as a reference to quantify the influence of SIN on HC cracking, and to obtain the IFSS between HC and the substrate. In the second type of multilayer film, layer 1 was a 209 nm thick oxide film (OXI), layer 2 was a HC layer with four different thicknesses (1, 2, 3, 4.5 lm) and the substrate was a 125 lm thick polyethylene terephthalate film (PET, U34, Toray Company). HC/ PET films without the OXI layer and with the same HC thicknesses as in the two-layer coatings were also produced as references. The elastic properties of the layers relevant for the analysis developed in the following are reported in Table 1 . The Young's modulus values were obtained using nanoindentation tests of the layers deposited on glass substrates and the Poisson's ratio values were estimated. All investigated multilayer structures are listed in Table 2 .
The fragmentation test
In the fragmentation test, the evolution of crack patterns in the brittle coating is monitored as a function of the uniaxial tensile load applied to the substrate (Leterrier et al., 1997b) . Rectangular samples with gauge length 40 mm and width 10 mm were carefully cut from the foils using a razor blade. Tests were carried out at a nominal strain rate of 4.2 Â 10 À4 s À1 in situ in an optical microscope (Olympus BX60), using a computer-controlled tensile frame equipped with contactless video extensometry to overcome compliance effects. The coating strain at failure was measured with accuracy better than 10 À3 . The progressive cracking of the coating was analyzed in terms of crack density, equal to the number of tensile cracks per unit length multiplied by substrate elongation to correct, to a first approximation, for crack opening. As will be shown later, the contrast was high enough to discriminate cracks in layer 1 from cracks in layer 2. Two samples of each type of film were analyzed. Fig. 1 shows the damage state in SIN and SIN/HC coatings on ARY and in OXI and OXI/HC coatings on PET at approximately 3% strain. In all cases tensile cracks perpendicular to the applied load are evident. The density of tensile cracks in the SIN and OXI layers is much higher when there is no HC layer. Cracks in the HC layer are also visible and were easily discriminated from cracks in the top layer 1 thanks to large differences in contrast, the HC cracks being much darker under reflected illumination mode. Interestingly, the HC layer systematically cracked at cracks previously formed in the SIN or OXI layers, due to stress concentrations at the tip of the crack at the SIN/HC or OXI/HC interface. This is evident in Fig. 2 , which displays a high magnification scanning electron micrograph of the cracked SIN/HC1 coating on the ARY substrate. The fragmentation process of selected single-layer and two-layer coatings on the strained substrates is depicted in Figs. 3 and 4, in the form of crack density (CD) vs. strain data. The relevant data for the models developed in the following section are reported in Table 2 . As shown in Fig. 3 the single SIN and single HC2 layers cracked at 1.5% and 5.3% strain, respectively. The SIN layer on HC1 cracked at 1.4% strain, i.e., the same as that of the single-layer within experimental scatter. In contrast, the HC1 layer with a SIN layer on top cracked at 1.8%, a factor of three times lower than the single HC2 layer. As was noticed in Fig. 1 , this considerable reduction in crack onset strain (COS) for the HC ). The same overall behavior is observed for the OXI and HC layers in Fig. 4 , and in fact for all investigated structures as reported in Table 2 . The COS of the OXI layer is not markedly influenced by the presence of the HC layer. However, the COS of single HC layers and the CD sat of single OXI layers are substantially reduced, and the CD sat of the single HC layer is increased when these two layers are in contact.
Experimental results
Such considerable changes in damage behavior in the two-layer coating invalidate the classic stress transfer models used to identify the interfacial properties in single-layer coatings on substrates. A new approach that takes into account the stress transfer properties of the two interfaces in a two-layer coating on a substrate is developed as follows.
Stress analysis for a substrate with two cracked coating layers
When a single coating layer is on a substrate and the saturation damage state corresponds to shear yielding along the interface, the interfacial shear strength, s ISS , is often estimated by a Kelly-Tyson (KT) analysis (Kelly and Tyson, 1965) to be
where r
ult is the strength of the coating, t 1 is the thickness of the coating, and l c is the saturation crack spacing in the coating. Here we extend a KT approach to specimens with two coatings on a substrate. In this case, cracks in layer 1 induce stress concentrations in layer 2, thus dramatically lowering its strain to failure as was shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Cracking of layer 2 relaxes the axial stress in layer 1 in the vicinity of the crack, and the resulting exclusion zone prevents further cracking of layer 1, hence the coupled problem. On one hand, CD in layer 1 is reduced, and in fact almost stops cracking when layer 2 cracks. On the other hand, CD in layer 2 is markedly changed compared to that without layer 1. As a consequence Eq. (1) is not applicable in the present case with coupled fracture between the two layers.
The saturation damage state analyzed is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Both the top layer (layer 1 with thickness t 1 ) and the intervening layer (layer 2 with thickness t 2 ) are cracked, but layer 1 has more cracks than layer 2. Furthermore all cracks in layer 2 are assumed to continue through layer 1 resulting in a unit cell of damage as x from 0 to l ð2Þ c where l ð2Þ c is the crack spacing in layer 2. The saturation damage state in the twolayer specimen is assumed to correspond to constant shear stress between layer 2 and substrate denoted as s 2S . Once the 2-S interface has yielded, additional loading no longer transmits stress into either coating and thus the damage state would no longer change.
The complication with two-layer coatings is uncertainty about the state of the 1-2 interface. The following examines two extreme possibilities, namely yielded 1-2 interface (fully yielded model) and elastic 1-2 interface (elastic-yielded model). An intermediate, partially elasticyielded model, where the 1-2 interface is partially yielded, is considered by claiming it will fall between these two limiting solutions. We consider each possibility and derive equations for s 12 and s 2S in terms of experimentally determined damage state parameters.
Fully yielded model
If the yield stress of the 1-2 interface, s 12 , is much less than s 2S , then the 1-2 interface will saturate before the 2-S interface and thus both interfaces will be fully yielded at constant, albeit different, shear stress. In this case, the variation in axial stress in layer 2, r (2) , is found by stress equilibrium and depends on different shear stresses on either side of layer 2 (Nairn and Mendels, 2001 
where the interfacial shear stresses depend on x because they change sign from Às to +s from the left side of each fragment to the right. Layer 1 has many fragments and s 12 is assumed to change sign in the middle of each one. Layer 2 has a single fragment and s 2S is assumed to change sign in its middle. The resulting stress state in layer 2 is piecewise-linear as illustrated in Fig. 6 A KT analysis finds s ISS by equating the peak stress in the coating to the strength of that layer. This approach does not work for two coatings because the peak stress in layer 2 will depend on location of the cracks in layer 1. In other words, the peak stress in layer 2 depends on more than just interfacial shear stresses. We adopted an alternative approach based on cumulative load transferred into the two layers. First, for simplicity, assume layer 1 has n fragments of length l ð2Þ c =n (an analysis that accounts for unequal fragment lengths in layer 1 is possible, but would add unnecessary complications with little change in final results). Each fragment in layer 1 would have the triangular KT shape with peak stress equal to s 12 l ð2Þ c =ð2t 1 Þ. The layer 2 stress would be given by a solid, piecewise-linear curve (see Fig. 6 ), but would now be symmetric about its middle due to assumption of equal fragment lengths in layer 1. By integrating the total force per unit depth carried by these stress states in the combined layers, it is easy to derive the exact relation: is the area under the layer 2 stress in Fig. 6 while . Sample stress state in layer 2 for a substrate with two coating layers in the saturation damage state when the 2S interface is fully yielded; the solid line is the stress state when 1-2 interface is fully yielded. The dash-dot line is when the 1-2 interface is elastic. The dashed line in one section is when the 1-2 interface is partially yielded and partially elastic. The dotted line is when layer 1 is removed. 
In the fully yielded model, the 1-2 interface is fully yielded. is the crack spacing in layer 1. Eq. (7) is calculation of interfacial shear stresses based on cumulative load carried by the coatings. In the absence of layer 1, the cumulative load approach is identical to the KT approach based on peak stress in layer 2. In the presence of layer 1, the cumulative load approach avoids artifacts of a peak stress analysis that cause non-physical dependence of the shear stresses on the location of the one crack in layer 1 nearest the center of layer 2.
Elastic-yielded model
If s 12 ) s 2S , then the 1-2 interface may be entirely elastic. In this case, the cumulative load transfer analysis still applies and thus Eq. (6) still gives s 2S . The problem is thus reduced to finding r
by elastic stress transfer analysis between layers 1 and 2 with boundary condition of ±s 2S applied on the surface of layer 2. This problem can be solved accurately by optimal shear-lag analysis and is a special case of the general solution derived by Nairn and Mendels (2001) . For fragment i in layer 1 entirely on the left of the layer 2 fragment ðx < l ð2Þ c =2Þ, the general solution for the layer 1 stress is r ð1Þ ðyÞ ¼
where the y coordinate is centered on fragment i and extends from -l i /2 to +l i /2, x 0 i is the x coordinate at the center of fragment i, tE 0 = t 1 E 1 + t 2 E 2 , E 1 and E 2 are moduli of the layers, and b is the optimal shear-lag parameter defined by Nairn and Mendels (2001) 
where G 1 and G 2 are shear moduli of the layers. A and B are constants that are determined by setting layer 1 stress equal to zero at the cracks located at ±l i /2. The result is r ð1Þ ðyÞ ¼
The interfacial shear stress can be found by differentiating r ð1Þ ðyÞ (Kelly and Tyson, 1965) . Our main interest is in the maximum shear stress, which occurs at the right edge of the fragment:
Similar analyses can be completed for a fragment entirely on the right and for one fragment that starts on the left and ends on the right. Once the layer 1 stress is known, the stress in layer 2 can be found by force balance. An example stress state in layer 2 is shown in Fig. 6 (dashdot line). Each fragment in layer 1 has the characteristic hyperbolic shape of shear-lag solutions (Nairn and Mendels, 2001 ), but is skewed by the shear stress boundary condition on layer 2.
The solution for s 2S , requires integration of r ð1Þ ðyÞ for each fragment and then summation over all fragments in layer 1. Integration of the single fragment in Eq. (10) gives
Assuming layer 1 has n fragments of length l ð2Þ c =n and that n is even leads to 
Relaxing the assumption of even and periodic fragments in layer 1 complicates the analysis, but does not significantly change the final result. Substitution into Eq. (6) gives: 
Because the 1-2 interface has not failed, this case cannot determine s 12 . If the interface is purely elastic, however, it implies that s 12 is greater than the maximum shear stress seen on any fragment end. By Eq. (9), the maximum shear stress occurs near x ¼ l ð2Þ c =2 implying that 
Finally, the actual damage state might correspond to the 1-2 interface being partially yielded. In this case a region near the ends of the fragments would show linear variation in stress and the region in the center would show the hyperbolic shape. Such stress states can be modeled and a schematic view of the solution is shown in the second layer 1 fragment in Fig. 6 as a dashed line. Since the key term needed to find s 2S is the area between the layer 2 curve and the dotted triangular curve, the sample stress state suggests that s 2S for the partially elastic model should fall between the results for the fully yielded and the elastic-yielded model. We thus claim that s 2S is between the results in Eqs. (7) and (14) and that s 12 is greater than the minimum of the two values in Eqs. (7) and (15). Because it is not certain how much of the 1-2 interface has yielded, the experiments do not provide an upper bound to s 12 .
Comparison with experimental interfacial shear strength data
The shear strengths of the two interfaces (s 12 and s 2S ) in all investigated multilayers, and for the fully yielded and elastic-yielded models are shown in Figs. 7 since four different HC thicknesses were tested). Delamination is therefore expected to occur at sufficiently high strain at the HC/ARY interface, but not at the other interfaces. This is confirmed in Fig. 9 , where extensive buckling is observed only in the case of the HC/ARY interface. It is moreover clear that the KT approximation underestimates the benchmark value by a factor of approximately 2, which is aggravated with increasing SIN layer thickness. This confirms that the KT Eq. (1) is quite inaccurate in the case of two-layer coatings with cracks in both layers. It is also evident that the fully yielded and elastic-yielded models frame the benchmark values, and that the average of these two bounds provide a reasonable estimate of the strength of the HC/polymer interface.
Conclusions
Models to derive the two IFSS values from the tensile damage state in a two-layer coating on a polymer substrate (layer 1/layer 2/substrate) were developed assuming that the layer 2/substrate interface was yielded. The analysis considered either yielded or elastic stress transfer between layer 1 and layer 2 and was applied to several nitride and oxide films on organic hard-coats. The IFSS values derived for the two interfaces from the analysis of fragmentation data were compared to the classic Kelly-Tyson IFSS and to benchmark IFSS values obtained using single-layer coatings.
In the case of the layer 2/substrate interface the fully yielded and elastic-yielded models provided lower and upper bounds to the IFSS, respectively. The KT IFSS was also found to underestimate the benchmark values by a factor of approximately 2. The theoretical results were validated with the benchmark IFSS data and with the comparison of delamination behavior between the different hardcoats. A further model, where the 1-2 interface was partially yielded was proposed, leading to an IFSS claimed to fall between the result of the fully yielded and elasticyielded models.
In the case of the layer 1/layer 2 interface the minimum of these two models provided a lower bound to the IFSS, but no upper bound could be established due to the uncertainty about the state of that interface.
